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Abstract—As networks grow in speed, scale, and complexity, operating them reliably requires continuous monitoring and
increasingly sophisticated analytics. Because of these requirements, the platforms that support analytics in cloud-scale
networks face demands for both higher throughput (to keep
up with high packet rates) and increased generality and programmability (to cover a wider range of applications). Recent
proposals have worked toward these goals by offloading analytics
application logic to line-rate programmable data plane hardware,
as scaling existing software analytics platforms is prohibitively
expensive. The rigid design and constrained resources of data
plane devices, however, fundamentally limit the types of analysis and the number of tasks that can run concurrently. In this
article, we demonstrate that generality need not be sacrificed
for high performance. Rather than offloading entire analytics
applications to hardware, the core idea of our work is to offload
only critical preprocessing tasks that are shared among applications (e.g., load balancing) to a line-rate hardware frontend
while optimizing the core analytics software to exploit properties
of network analytics workloads. Based on this design, we present
Jetstream, a hybrid platform for network analytics that can run
custom software-based analytics pipelines at throughputs of up
to 250 million packets per second on a 16-core commodity server.
Jetstream makes sophisticated, network-wide packet analytics
feasible without compromising on generality or performance.
Index Terms—Network monitoring and measurements, data
center networks, performance management, security management, prototype implementation and testbed experimentation.

I. I NTRODUCTION
FFECTIVE network management requires traffic analytics: the capability to mine critical information from
packet streams, which can be used to trigger actions in the
network or guide subsequent decisions. Traffic analytics is a
core component in today’s reliable networked systems that is
used to help meet stringent security [1], correctness [2], [3],
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and performance guarantees [4], [5]. Historically, we largely
relied on humans in a network operation center to watch
some transformed version of the data (e.g., graphs) and manually interpret the data to then take action. This approach
does not scale to today’s data center or wide area networks
which continue to grow in complexity, size, and traffic.
Instead, today, the ability to continuously perform automated
and sophisticated analytics across the entire infrastructure is
imperative [6], [7].
Given the importance of the problem, in recent years,
many novel and compelling architectures and systems for finegrained network monitoring in cloud-scale environments have
been presented [2], [8]–[11]. At the core of each proposed
system is an underlying processing engine that analyzes raw
data. The design of such a processing system is the focus of
our work.
In an ideal world, the system would enable arbitrary, sophisticated analytics that consider every single packet traversing a
network. A network operator should be able to write multiple
custom analytics applications to run in parallel. These applications can be interactive queries or long-running, continuous
analyses over a network packet data stream.
In a nutshell, the analytics system must be general to enable
arbitrary and runtime-configurable applications through a programmable interface. Equally important is high performance
to allow for economically feasible network-wide coverage and
parallel analytics applications. This ideal of general, softwarebased analytics on every packet in a cloud-scale network is
expensive to realize. Consequently, there has been a long history of work compromising on various dimensions with the
goal of making this vision practical.
Historically, flow aggregation and sampling (e.g., with
IPFIX [12]) have been the main tools of network operators to
reduce the amount of information to analyze. Both approaches
are appealing because they can be practically implemented in
resource-constrained hardware switches. Aggregated network
records, however, hinder fine-grained analytics that are required
for a wide range of performance- and security monitoring use
cases [8], [11], while sampling compromises on data fidelity
and accuracy [13]–[15]. These limitations motivated researchers
to propose custom algorithms and probabilistic data structures
(e.g., sketches) that provide provable accuracy and can be implemented in hardware [16]–[18]. Still, sketching only supports
basic statistical analysis, limiting generality. For example, more
intricate analytics logic such as detecting a network loop, where
a packet traverses the same switch twice, cannot be realized
using sketches.
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Previous Network Analytics System Architectures.
Fig. 2.

These compromises on generality and data granularity are
increasingly problematic today, as there is a growing number of applications that need to perform analytics on data
from every single packet in a network, for example for
machine learning in intrusion detection or traffic classification
systems [19]–[26]. For these tasks, analysis is sophisticated
and application-specific, and hence impractical to implement
as a sketch or in hardware. To accommodate such applications, the community presented ways to analyze entire traces of
packets in software. Performance limitations, however, meant
that these proposals suffered from poor visibility, e.g., limited to a single switch [6] or a specific class of flows, which
again makes them unsuitable for the many modern analytics
applications mentioned above.
Today, we are left with two directions that research has
taken toward the goal of being able to analyze every packet in
a network for a wide range of applications. The first direction
is to compile analytics tasks to run on modern programmable
switches [8], [9] (see left side of Figure 1). This is challenging as hardware resources on these switches are heavily
constrained. To illustrate this, we compiled the Sonata [9]
queries available [27] to the Intel Tofino programmable forwarding engine (PFE) using two levels of refinement. Only
two of the seven queries fit within the resource limits of the
chip (see Section VIII-B). This leaves the other queries as
not currently being practical and raises questions about the
feasibility of enabling multiple queries to run simultaneously.
The second direction is to adapt a pure software architecture for network analytics, using a map-reduce-style, scale-out
system such as dShark [10] (see right side of Figure 1).
While this allows for horizontal scalability and supporting
multiple queries simultaneously, performance is still a significant challenge. In an end-to-end performance evaluation,
dShark’s throughput is 10.6 million packets per second on
a 16-core server. This would result in needing to dedicate 96
servers to monitor a single cluster in a modern data center [28]
for a single application (see more in Section VIII-C).
In this article, we introduce a third direction that balances
the two previously presented extremes. Our proposed system,
Jetstream, uses a hardware-software co-design and can efficiently analyze hundreds of millions of packets per second
for multiple simultaneous applications allowing for networkwide, packet-level analytics without compromises. Our design
is based on two key strategies.
First, we leverage programmable switches for system-level
offload: Rather than pushing down entire analytics applications to programmable data plane hardware (i.e., compiling a

Jetstream Architecture Overview.

query to P4 [29]), Jetstream offloads system-level tasks that
are necessary for all analytics applications to a programmable
data plane frontend. For example, tasks such as extracting
packet features, compressing and organizing packet records
for efficient processing, and steering data streams can efficiently be implemented in hardware but are expensive to run
in software. By offloading them to programmable switches,
we eliminate much of a software analytics platform’s work
without overloading the programmable switch.
Our second strategy is to carefully optimize Jetstream’s software component to exploit both the properties of network
analytics workloads and our partitioning between hardware
and software. For example, the structure of packet flows
is inherently suitable for distribution across servers (see
Section V-A). Since load balancing is offloaded to the programmable switch frontend, Jetstream’s analytics pipelines
(which run application-specific logic) can be designed to operate independently of each other. This eliminates resource contention to improve both performance and scalability. Finally,
guided by workload characteristics, we apply a series of
domain-specific system optimizations. These optimizations
allow for significant performance gains over general-purpose
systems without impacting application logic or accuracy. The
resulting high-level architecture is depicted in Figure 2.
We implemented a complete prototype of Jetstream. The
data plane frontend runs on a Barefoot Tofino PFE at line
rate of 3.2 Tb per second and allows for dynamic adding,
removing, and scaling of analytics tasks without reloading the
programmable switch. The core software analytics engine is
implemented in C++. It consists of a framework and a library
for writing custom analytics pipelines that compute relevant
metrics from network packet record input streams. It integrates
optimizations that include kernel-bypass input/output, zerocopy message passing, high-throughput concurrent queues,
batching, and accelerated hash tables. Lastly, a configurable
backend for aggregating and querying metrics provides an
interface to network operators or control platforms. We evaluate Jetstream with real-world traffic traces using seven example
analytics applications: a heavy-hitter detector, a software load
balancing profiler, a Slowloris DoS attack detector, a SSH
brute force detector, a SYN flood detector, a TCP sequence
analyzer, and a traffic statistics/accounting application.
We published partial results on an early design of the software analytics component of Jetstream in [30]. We now fundamentally extend the earlier processing engine by integrating
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it with hardware-based telemetry systems and introducing an
independent, parallel processing pipeline architecture as a core
design strategy. Together with the data plane frontend and a
database backend, this article provides an end-to-end system
which we evaluate in a realistic multi-server deployment.
Our evaluation shows that individual application throughputs range from 5.4 to 15.9 million packets per second
for a single core. Jetstream scales linearly with core count
across machines (or between 86.4 and 254.4 million packets per second on a 16-core server). For comparison, using
a 16-core server, Spark (Sonata’s backend) can handle 1.4
million packets per second and dShark can handle 10.6 million packets per second. A task that would take 24 servers in
dShark only requires a single Jetstream server, demonstrating
how Jetstream’s design and optimizations make the ideal of
sophisticated and network-wide analytics practical.
In the remainder of this article, we first motivate the need for
Jetstream by discussing the progression of analytics systems
towards increasing generality (the ability to support a wider
collection of applications) and performance (the ability to handle more traffic) in Section II. We then introduce Jetstream
and its architecture in Section III. This architecture consists
of three main components which are then detailed: the programmable data plane frontend (Section IV), the core software
network analytics engine (Sections V and VI), and the ondemand aggregation and query backend (Section VII). We
evaluate Jetstream in Section VIII and conclude in Section IX.
II. M OTIVATION
With recent advances in networking technology, such as
software-defined networking [31] and programmable data
planes [29], [32], and the rapidly increasing scale of networks,
there has been a flurry of research toward improving network
monitoring and analytics. Each proposed system has moved
us closer to the idealized goal of being able to perform general analytics on every packet in a network. The challenge, of
course, is doing so in a cost- and resource-efficient manner.
This is where each current analytics platform makes tradeoffs.
In this section, we motivate the need for and the design of
Jetstream by discussing the most relevant prior systems.
A. Sketching in the Data Plane
Sketching is among the most resource efficient approaches
to custom analytics. Sketches leverage probabilistic data structures to compute summary statistics over large input datasets
using a sub-linear amount of memory [33]. OpenSketch [17]
provides a library of such sketches to be deployed in programmable hardware platforms, while UnivMon [18] introduces a universal streaming scheme, where a generic sketch
in hardware preprocesses packet records at high rates and
software applications compute application-specific metrics.
While extremely efficient in space requirements, sketches
can only support certain classes of statistical functions and
aggregate analysis as they lack visibility into individual packets. For example, an analysis task that cannot be represented
with a sketch is the detection of packets that traverse the same
switch twice, i.e., a network loop. By design, sketches also
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over- and under-count events and randomly lose information
because of hash collisions in the underlying data structure.
In contrast, an analytics application running on top of
Jetstream has visibility into every packet and can therefore
calculate any statistic with full accuracy.
B. Packet-Level Software Analytics
There is a growing set of analytics tasks (particularly
machine-learning intrusion detection and traffic classification
systems) that cannot rely on sketching because they need to
either analyze fields in each packet or perform sophisticated,
application-specific analysis. Examples of the required packetlevel data include packet inter-arrival times [19], TCP receive
window [21], [24], and TCP flags [21], [24]. Analytics applications use these and other fields to compute: packet lengths
statistics [20], [26], packet arrival order [23], and many other
advanced and derived metrics (e.g., Fourier transforms of interarrival times, flow idle times, mean packet sizes, flow duration,
number of TCP data packets) [19]–[26].
To support such applications, there have been proposals to
process entire traces of packets in software. Planck [6] demonstrated the ability to mirror packets of interest to a management
port of a switch which then sends traffic to an attached server
for processing in software. Planck has limited scalability and
incurs packet loss due to substantial oversubscription of the
management port. To reduce the workload, NetSight [2] filters
out traffic that is not of interest, using Berkeley packet-filter
(BPF) style filters, before application-level processing, while
Everflow [11] pushes both filtering and shuffling into data
plane hardware. While these systems improve scalability, the
heavy reliance on filtering limits their applicability to debugging tasks and increases operator burden, as operators must
know what they are looking for a priori.
Finally, distributed measurement frameworks, such as
SwitchPointer [34] or Confluo [35] collect features from regular network packets at the network’s end hosts and perform
lightweight analysis there. This approach lacks visibility into
the core of the network and also requires analytics functionality and applications to be deployed on every single host at
the network edge. Finally, Confluo applications must follow
a rigid programming model limiting its applicability for the
above mentioned applications.
In contrast, Jetstream’s high throughput enables scaling
without filtering, giving visibility into all packets collected
from throughout the network. Applications can flexibly extract
features and compute metrics of interest using a generalpurpose language and an unrestricted programming model.
C. Compiled Queries in the Data Plane
With the emergence of programmable forwarding engine
technologies (PFE) [29], [32], researchers have sought to
use these platforms to solve scalability issues introduced by
previous packet-level monitoring systems by compiling some
or all of the processing into line rate hardware.
Marple [8] identified a set of fixed operators that can be
compiled to a programmable forwarding engine and used to
implement parts of a network monitoring query. This approach
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Telemetry-based network analytics system architectures.

offers great performance, but not all queries can fit within the
resource constraints of a PFE. For those queries, performance
is typically bottlenecked by the backend stream processor.
Compiled queries are also problematic for other reasons. First,
due to limited resources on these devices, only a small number
of tasks can run in parallel [36], [37]. Second, reconfiguring
data plane programs (i.e., changing the running monitoring
query) is disruptive as it incurs device downtimes on the order
of tens of seconds [37]. Third, applications are constrained to
use the fixed set of operators available in the PFE programming model. While general, some applications [38] require
metrics that are too complex for switch hardware to implement [39]. Fourth, deployment is challenging because overall
system throughput is highly sensitive to the application, how
it is split between hardware and software, and the workload
characteristics (e.g., number of flows).
Sonata [9] reduced PFE memory requirements by introducing a method of iterative refinement for the PFE component of
a query. This comes with two additional drawbacks, however.
First, iterative refinement requires additional costly hardware
resources. In our evaluation (see Section VIII-B), we find that
refinement causes only two out of seven applications to be
able to fit on the PFE. Second, refinement relaxes the temporal and logical constraints of a query. Events must last longer
than a refinement window to be detected, which is on the
order of seconds [9]. Further, even long-lived events can be
missed because they may fail to match relaxed thresholds in
the coarse-grained early stages of a refined query.
In contrast to these systems, Jetstream leverages hardware
(switch) offload for preprocessing logic that is expensive in
software and common to all applications. All example applications that we later discuss in Section VIII-A require feature
extraction, record load balancing, and distribution. By offloading this system-level functionality (rather than applicationspecific tasks), Jetstream can accelerate all analytics tasks and
scale predictably and efficiently with the number of running
applications while eliminating the need to re-load switch logic
to run new or additional applications.
D. General-Purpose Software Processing
An alternative approach to programmable data plane acceleration and offload is to optimize software-based analytics.
Software platforms can support virtually any application

and can be reconfigured without downtime; however, percore processing rates are generally low, making operation in environments with high packet rates prohibitively
expensive.
There are two orthogonal lines of work in this area.
First, language-based tools, such as NetQRE [40] compile
queries into efficient C++ programs. Second, and more related
to Jetstream, are stream processing frameworks designed
to run many applications concurrently and at scale, e.g.,
dShark [10]. While dShark performs much better than generalpurpose stream processors (e.g., Spark, used as the backend of
Marple [8] and Sonata [9]), its throughput is still low relative
to network packet rates. Reported throughput for dShark, for
example, is on the order of 10.6 million packets per second
for a 16-core server running one application. This is several
orders of magnitude lower than typical data center packet rates,
effectively requiring racks full of servers just for analytics.
To understand the limitations of existing stream processing
systems and build intuition for Jetstream’s design, consider
Figure 3(a), which shows the general architecture of a software stream processor used to analyze packets traces from
across a network. The figure illustrates three main steps in the
analytics process, each of which has a significant bottleneck
that Jetstream eliminates.
First, the frontend of the stream processor must handle load
balancing and distribution: forwarding a copy of each packet to
an instance of each application that needs to analyze it. Given
the high event rates in network analytics, this task of deciding
where each packet should go and load balancing across servers
and processor cores is expensive in software, and can easily
bottleneck the whole system.
Second, in the application-specific analytics pipelines,
sequences of operators transform input packet streams into
streams of meaningful information (e.g., metrics or alerts).
In these pipelines there are many sources of overhead that
cumulatively reduce throughput by an order of magnitude. For
example, copy and locking operations in inter-operator queues,
pointer-chasing in container-based key-value data structures,
and serialization overheads in message-passing subsystems. As
Section V-A explains in more depth, for many network analytics tasks frequent message passing and lookup operations are
required, making general-purpose stream processor overheads
impact network analytics tasks significantly.
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Finally, a typical stream processing network analytics application would aggregate results across the instances to output
the metric(s) of interest. This requires each worker to send
data to a single aggregation node — a third bottleneck.
Takeaway: All of these systems have benefits over traditional solutions (e.g., traffic mirroring or flow monitoring),
but introduce compromises. Further, while some use programmable network hardware, all still rely, to varying degrees,
on software for final metric computation and are therefore subject to the above mentioned bottlenecks. As a result, even
for state-of-the-art telemetry systems, Jetstream’s capability
to support high-throughput and general analytics in software is essential for meeting novel, packet-level monitoring
requirements in cloud-scale networks.
Further, software processing as it is possible in Jetstream
enables applications written in a general-purpose language
and does not limit the complexity of analysis or require sacrificing accuracy to gain performance. Instead, applications
can fully leverage the flexibility of general-purpose hardware
with ample memory and processing resources to implement
complex analytics using, e.g., neural networks, sophisticated
stateful logic, or third-party libraries.
As we describe next, Jetstream achieves these goals through
a combination of system-level hardware offload and software
optimization, which eliminate the bottlenecks outlined above
to enable high-performance network analytics in software.
III. I NTRODUCING J ETSTREAM
Jetstream is a high-performance network analytics system
that makes no compromises on generality or performance of
analytics tasks. It lets applications perform packet-level analytics, including the calculation of arbitrary metrics, entirely
in software and scales linearly with server resources. To overcome the issues observed in Section II, we follow two main
design strategies.
First, as Figure 3(b) illustrates, we move distribution and
load balancing functionality into network switches. We call
this analytics-aware network telemetry. We also push aggregation of computed, metric streams to external backend systems.
At the core of our system then remain independent stream
processing pipelines that are primarily bottlenecked by computational, input/output and data structure overheads. The second
design strategy is to optimize these overheads away using a
collection of techniques drawn from prior work but adapted
for packet analytics workloads.
A. Using Jetstream
Jetstream is designed to run user-defined applications on
records for every packet in a network. These applications are
written in a general-purpose language (here C++) and can use
a highly optimized set of common network-oriented stream
processing operators that are part of the Jetstream library. In
addition to using this standard library, a user can implement
operators with entirely customized logic that still benefit from
Jetstream’s system-level optimizations.
Typical applications implement, for example, headerbased intrusion detection [41] or performance monitoring
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applications, such as a queue depth monitor based on telemetry
data from data plane hardware [37]. Common across all applications is the broader goal of network analytics, that is making
the vast amount of records exported from network devices
comprehensible and useful for the operator. This means that
Jetstream applications must perform significant event rate
reduction through (application-specific) data aggregation. As
a result, the output data of a typical Jetstream application is
again a (much lower frequency) event stream of applicationsspecific data tuples (metrics) for further, sometimes interactive,
analysis [40], [42], visualization, network control [5], [43], or
archiving [42] in a backend system. As a proof of concept we
demonstrate the integration with a time series database system
(Prometheus [44]) as one possible backend.
B. Analytics-Aware Network Telemetry
Switches are the source of network traffic data (i.e.,
packet headers or records), as prior network measurement
systems [2], [3], [8], [9], [34], [45], [46] have observed.
Offloading network analytics tasks directly to line-rate PFEs
on network switches is therefore appealing but comes with
previously explained drawbacks (Section II-C). Unlike prior
systems, Jetstream does not push any application specific logic
down to the switch level. Instead, we leverage programmable
data plane technology for offloading functionality common
across all applications, such as compressing, distributing, and
load balancing telemetry data streams.
Jetstream’s data plane frontend builds on *Flow [37], an
existing high-performance network telemetry platform that
exports digests containing per-packet measurements. We elaborate on how we extend and make *Flow analytics-aware by
implementing application-specific, runtime-configurable distribution and load balancing of telemetry streams in Section IV.
C. Highly-Parallel Streaming Analytics
The streaming analytics engine performs the vast majority
of analytical computations touching on every single exported
packet in software. This is the core component of Jetstream,
supporting custom applications implemented as stream processing programs.
In the stream processing paradigm, an application is a graph
(or pipeline) that is organized in several stages. Each stage performs one computational task and is implemented using one or
many parallel kernels (or operators) that transform (e.g., map,
filter, or reduce) an unbounded stream of tuples [47]–[50]. In
traditional stream processing, applications scale at the stagelevel. Each operator typically runs in a separate thread and
maps to a physical processor core. This model is a clean
and simple abstraction for data processing applications, but
presents two main challenges.
First, it requires load balancing between kernels in software, which introduces bottlenecks described in Section II-D.
We overcome this challenge by scaling at the granularity of
full pipelines. An application consists of multiple independent pipelines that each handle a distinct subset of flows.
Jetstream’s data plane component partitions packet records
between these pipelines and encapsulates each record in a
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UDP packet. The UDP destination port encodes the application instance selected to process the packet. At the analytics
server, the NIC uses the port number to select the appropriate
hardware queue for each packet; each Jetstream pipeline then
only ever reads from its assigned queue.
Second, stream processing platforms add communication
and data structure overheads. We address this challenge by
carefully applying a set of software optimizations that are
adapted and tuned for packet-level network analytics workloads. These optimizations have the goal to minimize the
amount of costly copy operations, improve data locality within
processing pipelines and amortize remaining, inevitable cost
by using batching. We elaborate on the unique characteristics
of packet analytics workloads and their impact on our design
and optimization choices in Section V.
D. On-Demand Metric Aggregation and Analysis in Backend
Systems
Finally, the results of stream processing pipelines, which
will generally consist of high-level information at significantly
lower rates, can be fed into different backend systems, such
as security platforms as alerts [51], time series databases for
visualization, auditing, offline analysis [52], or network controllers for automated network reconfiguration [7]. In order
to mine meaningful and network-wide metrics and analytics
results, event streams must eventually be merged and aggregated across analytics pipelines and servers. As explained
before, this is costly when done within the stream processor
and at rates of millions of records per second but becomes feasible when performed on event streams of hundreds or even
thousands of records per second and outside of the critical
analytics pipelines.
Consequently, to maintain pipeline independent processing, we push cross-pipeline data aggregation into the backend
itself. As a proof of concept, we use a time series database
system which is already optimized to aggregate data from
many sources. Each metric calculation pipeline streams data
directly into a database proxy, which exposes per-instance flow
metrics through an interface that the database scrapes. We
show that our model fits existing time series database systems
well and dive into each phase of the on-demand aggregation
and analysis part of our system in Section VII.
IV. A NALYTICS -AWARE N ETWORK T ELEMETRY
The Jetstream data plane interface connects line-rate telemetry systems with the Jetstream analytics processing servers.
As we view compression as an important system-level functionality to support, we build our prototype with concepts
taken from *Flow [37], which emits grouped packet vectors
(GPVs). A GPV is simply a variable-length list of packet
features grouped by flow for more efficient processing with
software. One can think of GPVs as a deduplication-based
compression format for packet records. In an evaluation of
a wide-area Internet packet trace collected by CAIDA [53],
using GPVs results in a 7.7x reduction in bandwidth over
packet records (which already provide significant compression
over full packet traces).

Fig. 4. Jetstream’s data plane frontend for filtering, replication, and load
balancing of telemetry digests written in P4.

Jetstream’s data plane component, illustrated in Figure 4,
extends *Flow to distribute and load balance GPV streams to
application pipeline instances, solving the problem of getting
the right telemetry streams to the right analytics servers efficiently. This, in turn, eliminates the first bottleneck of general
software stream processing for network analytics and allows
application pipelines to operate entirely in parallel.
We leverage programmable switches (e.g., in our case the
Barefoot Tofino [36]) to support three important functions at
line rate: replicating streams of telemetry digests to multiple
concurrent applications; filtering each application’s stream to
only contain relevant packet flows; and load balancing each
application’s stream across an arbitrary number of stream
processing pipeline instances. We implemented these three
functions on top of the feature extraction and compression
functionality of *Flow.
Usage: The abstraction for the Jetstream data plane interface
is simple and application-centric. Each application configures
match+action tables used by the Jetstream P4 [29] program to
set the IP addresses of its Jetstream processing servers. The
switch will load balance telemetry digests destined for the
application across these servers, based on a key. The key can
be configured per application and is generally the IP 5-tuple
or a subset of it. For example, for an application that only
computes statistics per destination IP address, using only the
destination IP address as the key means that packets with a
particular destination IP address would always end up at the
same Jetstream pipeline eliminating the need for later data
aggregation. Each application also configures a dedicated filtering table that specifies which flows it needs to monitor.
Only telemetry digests matching the filtering table are cloned
to the application’s servers. The filtering tables can either use
exact or ternary matching over the flow key. A new application is added and configured at runtime by populating entries in
the respective match+action tables using the RPC mechanisms
exposed by the data plane target [54]. This means that adding,
scaling or removing a Jetstream application does not require
reloading the data plane as it is required in existing systems [8]
incurring switch downtimes of tens of seconds [37].
Design: As illustrated by Figure 4, the Jetstream data
plane interface is implemented as a sequence of match+action
tables in the ingress, multicast engine, and egress stages of
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a programmable switch. The input is a stream of telemetry
digests from *Flow or any other data plane telemetry system.
During the ingress stage, Jetstream applies a set of parallel
match+action tables to determine which set of applications
need to process each digest, based on its flow key. Each table
holds the filtering policy of one application and sets a single bit in a flow selection bitvector packet metadata field, i.e.,
bitvec[2] == 1 means that the third application needs a
copy of the current digest.
After ingress, the digest and flow selection bitvector proceed
to the switch traffic manager. The traffic manager (TM) uses the
bitvector as a reference into its multicast configuration table.
For modern switches, e.g., the Barefoot Tofino, each entry in
this table maps a multicast ID to a set of multicast groups. As
Figure 4 shows, Jetstream configures this tree structure so that
each group represents the servers where a specific Jetstream
application runs. The TM selects one member of each group
using a hash of the load balancing key, clones the digest to the
associated port, and annotates the packet with the ID of the
selected member. Each ID is a 16-bit value, which we configure
to encode the ID of a specific analytics server. Finally, in the
egress pipeline, the switch encapsulates each replica of the
digest. To determine the destination IP address, it uses a table
that maps the Jetstream server ID to an IP address.
While we use *Flow as the underlying telemetry system,
it is important to note, that Jetstream’s data plane frontend is
flexible and can be used with any data plane based telemetry source. For example, previous systems, such as Marple [8]
and Sonata [9] can be integrated as telemetry sources and subsequently highly benefit from Jetstream’s software processing
performance and capabilities.
V. H IGH -P ERFORMANCE S TREAM P ROCESSING OF
N ETWORK R ECORDS
The Jetstream data plane frontend sends telemetry records
directly to the individual stream processing pipelines of one
or more applications. This allows the pipelines to avoid
interaction for distributing network records in software (i.e.,
the first bottleneck in Section II-D) and enables us to focus
entirely on optimizations for the workload. In this section, we
explore some of the distinct characteristics of packet analytics
workloads and describe how we can leverage them to reduce
communication and data structure overheads.
A. Packet Analytics Workloads
We identify six key differences between network packet
analytics workloads and those of general stream processing.
High Record Rates: One of the most striking differences
between packet analytics workloads and typical stream processing workloads are higher record rates. For example,
Twitter reports that their stream processing cluster handles up
to 46 million events per second [55], [56]. For comparison, the
aggregate rate of packets leaving their cache network is over
320 million per second; and this only represents approximately
3% of their total network.
Small Records: Although record rates are higher for packet
analytics, the sizes of individual records are smaller, which
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makes the overall bit-rate of the processing manageable.
Network analytics applications are predominately interested in
statistics (metrics) derived from packet headers and processing
metadata, which are only a small portion of each packet. A
40 Byte packet record, for example, can contain the headers
required for most packet analytics tasks. In contrast, records
in typical stream processing workloads are much larger.
Event Rate Reduction: Packet analytics applications often
aggregate data significantly (e.g., by connection) before applying heavyweight data mining or visualization algorithms. This
is not true and applicable for general stream processing workloads, where the backend algorithm may operate on features
derived from each record.
Simple, Well-formed Records: Packet analytics records are
also simple and well-formed. Each packet record has the same
size and contains the same fields that can be accessed in constant
time when in memory. Within the fields, the values are also of
fixed size and have simple types, e.g., counters or flags. Records
are much more complex for general stream processing systems
because they represent complex objects, e.g., Web pages, freeform text, and are encoded in serialization formats such as
JSON and protocol buffers that require more complex parsing.
Network Attached Input: Data for packet analytics comes
from one source: the network. Be it a router, switch, or middlebox that exports records, they will ultimately arrive in software
via a network interface. In general stream processing workloads, the input source can be anything: a database, a sensor,
or another stream processor.
Partionability: There are common ways to partition packet
records that are relevant to many different applications, for
example, using the flow key (e.g., IP 5-tuple) for load balancing. Further, since the fields of a packet are well defined, the
partitioning is straightforward to implement. In general stream
processing workloads, partitioning is application specific and
can require parsing fields from complex objects.
B. Jetstream Optimizations for Packet Analytics Workloads
Based on the observations about packet analytic workloads,
we identified five important components of stream processing systems where we apply optimizations in Jetstream. We
measure the benefit of these optimizations in Section VIII-A.
Data Input: In general-purpose stream processing systems,
data can be read from many sources, such as a HTTP API, a
message queue system (e.g., RabbitMQ or Kafka), or a specialized file system like HDFS. These frameworks can add
overhead at many levels, including due to context switches and
copy operations. Since packet analytics tasks all have the same
source, the network, a stream processing system designed for
packet analytics can use kernel bypass and related technologies, such as DPDK [57], PF_RING [58], or netmap [59],
to reduce overhead by mapping the packet records directly
to buffers in the stream processing system. Jetstream uses
netmap [59] to read packet records from individual NIC
queues directly into the stream processor without introducing
overheads from the operating system networking stack.
Zero-Copy Message Passing: Through our initial experiments, we have identified that for most applications the
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performance of a single processor within the stream processing graph is I/O-bound. Specifically, frequent read, write,
and copy operations into the queues connecting kernels
introduce significant performance penalties. Since packet
records are small and well-formed, Jetstream can eliminate
this overhead by pre-allocating buffers and passing pointers between kernels, to significantly improve performance.
In Jetstream, for the output of kernels that do not alter the
record data structure (e.g., filter operations), we amortize
data copy overheads by using pointers together with C++
move semantics [60] that allow the compiler to avoid deep
copies.
Concurrent Queues: Elements in a stream processing
pipeline communicate using queues, which can themselves
have significant impact on overall application performance.
We identified thread-safety and memory layout as primary
bottlenecks in queue implementations. For example, basic concurrent queue implementations use expensive locks to ensure
thread safety and use linked lists as their underlying data structure. Linked lists allow automatic resizing of the buffer but
are expensive due to poor cache locality and frequent pointer
dereferencing. Jetstream’s design, in which stream distribution and load balancing is offloaded to the data plane, means
that most queues connect a single producer and consumer.
Based on this insight and leveraging several techniques used
in concurrent data structures [61], we implemented an efficient, lock-free ring buffer. As records are small, we use a flat
memory layout to avoid overheads of frequent pointer dereferencing. This means that the entire ring buffer is allocated as a
single fixed size array and the array cells hold the actual data
tuples as opposed to pointers to the data. The size of the ring
buffer is also locked to powers of two allowing for cheaper
bit shift operations instead of modulo operations to calculate
offsets [62]. Finally, we use atomic types for head and tail
indices to enable thread-safety [60].
Hash Tables: Often, network analytics applications need to
map packet records to prior state. This requires a key-value
store, which can easily be a bottleneck when processing highrate packet streams. As a solution, Jetstream’s library provides
an optimized data structure that exploits the fact that packet
records are small, well-formed, and have fixed width fields.
The reduce operator and a flow table component that are commonly used by network analytics applications and are part of
the Jetstream library use a hash table with a flat memory layout
and open addressing with linear probing to reduce the overhead of pointer dereferencing and increase cache hit rates.
Additionally, to minimize the cost of key comparisons during lookups, Jetstream’s hash table encodes keys using 128-bit
integers so that they can be compared using a single Streaming
SIMD (SSE) vector instruction [63], [64].
Batching: Finally, the small size of individual network
records makes batching appealing and improves performance
in multiple ways. Batching access to queues amortizes the cost
of individual queue and dequeue operations. Batching packet
records by flow, as done by Jetstream’s *Flow-based telemetry
data plane, amortizes the cost of hash table operations necessary for a wide range of aggregation tasks that use the flow
key or a subset of it as the aggregation key.

VI. P ROGRAMMABILITY AND A PPLICATIONS
Jetstream analytics applications are written in C++, a
popular, general-purpose language enabling easy prototyping,
testing, and deployment. Applications leverage the Jetstream
library of optimized stream processing primitives. This library
not only includes the stream processing core and runtime,
but also a variety of pre-built processors that can be used
to rapidly build network monitoring and analytics applications. Additionally, application developers can define custom
processors.
A. Input/Output and Record Format
As Jetstream’s telemetry frontend extends a prior telemetry
system, *Flow, we leverage *Flow’s record model, grouped
packet vectors. Unlike traditional flow records, GPVs still contain individual packet data (such as individual timestamps, byte
counts, or TCP flags) through feature vectors. We leverage
GPVs that include individual microsecond timestamps, byte
counts, hardware queuing delays, queue ids, queue depths,
IP ids, and TCP sequence numbers. Further information on
the GPV format and GPV generation in both software and
hardware can be found in [37].
The primary packet input mechanism in our system leverages netmap [59], a kernel-bypass mechanism allowing the
mapping of NIC buffers directly into the stream processor’s
(user space) memory. Using this, we are able to inject packet
records at high rates into the Jetstream analytics system without allowing costly and frequent system calls to become a
bottleneck in the processing pipeline. While kernel-bypass
NIC access is the primary packet interface in our system, we
also implemented the ability to read GPVs from memory, from
files, from standard sockets, or to receive raw packet records
using PCAP or the TaZmen sniffer protocol.
B. Programming Model
Jetstream applications are written as stream processing
pipelines. The simplest way for a developer to write an
application is by composing Jetstream’s builtin stream processors, for example those listed in Table I. Table II shows
Jetstream’s API for interconnecting these processors and
launching pipelines. A simple application counting the number
of packets per source IP address can be defined like this:
js::app a;
auto rx = a.add_stage<js::gpv_receiver>("enp2s0f0");
auto map
= a.add_stage<js::map<gpv,pair<js::ipv4_addr,unsigned>>
([](gpv x){return std::make_pair(x.ipsrc,x.pktcount);});
auto reduce
= a.add_stage<js::reduce<js::ipv4_addr,unsigned>>(plus());
a.connect<gpv>(rx,map);
a.connect<pair<js::ipv4_addr,unsigned>>(map,reduce);
a();

Here, js::app a; declares and instantiates a pipeline (or
application). Calls to a.add_stage() and a.connect()
define the pipeline, and its execution begins on the last line
when we call the function operator (a()). Using this API,
each application defines the processing steps it requires.
Jetstream includes a standard library (short js) of common processors that can be chained to build full network
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TABLE I
P ROCESSORS IN THE J ETSTREAM S TANDARD L IBRARY (NAMESPACE P REFIXES js AND std A RE O MITTED )

TABLE II
API FOR C OMPOSING AND RUNNING A PPLICATIONS

In our prototype implementation such metric tuples consist of
a numeric value, a timestamp, and a set of key-value metadata pairs. For example, to detect elephant flows, a heavy
hitter detector implemented on top of Jetstream would periodically export the number of packets or bytes together with flow
information (i.e., the IP 5-tuple) for the most active flows [65].
A. Integrating With Backend Systems

analytics applications. The library includes common data
flow operations listed in Table I. Additionally, specialized
domain-specific operators exist to, for example, reduce by
flow key (i.e., a flow table). All processors in the Jetstream
library leverage different software optimizations outlined in
Section V-B.
C. Custom Processors
If an analytics task requires processing logic, data types, or
interfaces that are not covered by Jetstream’s library, developers can implement custom processors that automatically take
advantage of Jetstream’s scaling and load balancing.
To write a custom processor, a developer first creates a subclass of js::proc. Next, the developer specifies input and
output ports and types in the subclass’s constructor. These
ports are used to send or receive records to or from other
processors, respectively. Finally, the developer implements
processing logic in the operator() method. For example,
a basic version of the print processor from Table I can be
implemented like this:
class print : public js::proc {
public:
print() { add_in_port<gpv>(0); }
bool operator()() {
gpv gpv; js::signal sig;
in_port<gpv>(0)->dequeue_wait(gpv, sig);
_os << gpv << std::endl;
return sig == sig::proceed; }
private: std::ostream& _os; };

Custom processors allow developers to implement arbitrary
applications that operate on packet records or GPV inputs.
They are written as standard C++ code and can use custom
algorithms and data structures, leverage third party libraries,
or call external services.
VII. O N -D EMAND AGGREGATION IN BACKEND S YSTEMS
Processing pipelines in Jetstream are optimized to efficiently
extract higher-level information from the input data packet
stream. We refer to this higher-level information as metrics.

In Jetstream, the final aggregation of computed metrics is
offloaded to configurable backend systems. This is possible as
long as the analytics application already significantly (i.e., by
several orders of magnitude) reduces the event rate. Intuitively,
this is the common case for analytics applications because
useful metrics aggregate data (e.g., in small time intervals), or
report on anomalies that are by definition infrequent.
The backend can then be used to automatically or interactively query, analyze, or visualize metric data computed by
Jetstream. Jetstream integrates with backend systems through
an API that can be used by applications to export metrics
from pipelines. A local metric collection proxy consumes app
metrics and exposes an interface that can subsequently be
polled by the backend system. The export API used within
Jetstream applications is universal while the API exposed
by the collection proxy is specific to the respective backend system. We imagine possible backend systems to be time
series databases (e.g., Prometheus [44]), visualization systems
(e.g., Grafana [66]), monitoring platforms (e.g., Nagios [67]),
another stream processor, or a network control platform (e.g.,
ONOS [68]) to enable a network control loop.
Exporting Metrics: The metrics export API currently supports two types of metrics inspired by the Prometheus time
series database: a counter and a gauge. A counter metric represents a cumulative and monotonically increasing value while
a gauge can be set to a specific value, increased, or decreased
in value. Each metric is associated with a name, a timestamp,
and a set of meta data. Other metric types, such as snapshots of
full metric distributions or vectors are imaginable. For example, upon detection, reporting a heavy hitter using a counter
from within a Jetstream pipeline looks like this:
js::metrics.update_counter("heavy_hitters", hh.pkt_count,
{{"ip_src", hh.ip_src}, ... });

Collection Proxy: Internally, the metrics export API adds
a timestamp, serializes the metric object using Protocol
Buffers [69], and sends a RPC message using gRPC [70]
to the collection proxy. The collection proxy sits between
a Jetstream application and the backend system, converting
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data into the appropriate format. In order to prevent data
aggregation in-line resulting in cross-core communication, a
collection proxy is instantiated for each instance of a Jetstream
application and subscribes to an instance’s metric stream. We
built a collection proxy prototype for the Prometheus time
series database [44]. For this integration, the proxy exposes
a HTTP API that a Prometheus instance periodically scrapes.
Finally, Prometheus stores scraped metrics in its data store for
continuous aggregation across Jetstream instances.

TABLE III
J ETSTREAM ’ S P ER -A PPLICATION T HROUGHPUT [M PKTS / S ]. T WO C ORES
P ER A PPLICATION

B. Querying Metrics
Prometheus supplies a query language and API, which
allows a user to retrieve network traffic metrics from the
database. Additionally, Prometheus allows configuring alerts
and integrates with Grafana [66], a framework to easily visualize query results to, for example, build dashboards. All our
example applications integrate with the metrics export system
and can be queried from Prometheus. We now show example
queries for three of those applications to illustrate how a user
can interact with and extract relevant metrics from Jetstream.
For the traffic accounting application, Prometheus maintains individual counters for each component of a packet’s IP
5-tuple. For example, a user can use the Prometheus rate()
function to calculate the average number of bytes per second
sourcing from port 443 over the last minute using this query:
rate(total_bytes{tp_src="443"})[1m]}

The heavy hitter application, which looks for flows that
cause more than a configurable percentage of the total bytes
in the network, exports heavy hitter candidates with the metric name heavy_hitters. In order to identify the top 5
frequent flows from the candidates stored in the database, we
can issue a query as follows:
topk(5, heavy_hitters)

The TCP analysis application looks for out of order packets
in a TCP flow. Flows with at least one out of order packet are
exported to the database with the metric name tcp_seq and
the metric value counting the number of out-of-order packets in the flow. To find which flows originating from the
192.168.0.0/16 subnet have more than 10 out-of-order packets,
the user can issue the following query:
tcp_seq{ip_src=~"192.168.+.+"} > 10.

VIII. E VALUATION
We evaluate the performance and efficacy of our prototype
implementation through three different lenses. First, we measure Jetstream’s overall system throughput and scalability from
both an end-to-end standpoint as well as from an individual application throughput standpoint. We then look at how
Jetstream’s telemetry-aware data plane component compares
with Sonata [9] in terms of PFE resource consumption and
accuracy. Finally, we evaluate the performance of Jetstream’s
stream processor against both Spark [47] and dShark [10].
We used the Cloudlab network experimentation platform [71] for all of our benchmarks. Our experiment setup
consisted of six servers with 2 × 10-core Intel Xeon E5-2660
v3 CPUs clocked at 2.6 Ghz. Each node had 160GB of ECC

Fig. 5.

Scalability of Jetstream applications across servers.

DDR4 memory. The nodes were connected over a 10Gbps
network with two Intel X520 Ethernet adapters per server for
ingestion of telemetry data. We used packet traces from a
core Internet link collected by CAIDA in 2015 [53] for all
experiments.
A. Macro Benchmarks
First, we benchmark Jetstream’s performance and scalability
at a macro-level using the applications described in Table III.
In this experiment, we created a scenario where three switches
stream GPVs across the network to three Jetstream analytics servers running application pipelines. Our programmable
switch (Tofino) is currently not physically co-located with sufficient server resources. We therefore model the switches by
running a software implementation of Jetstream’s data plane
component on three separate servers in the Cloudlab network,
driven by real-world packet traces from CAIDA. Each pipeline
uses two cores scaling to a total of eight pipelines per server, or
24 pipelines using 48 cores across three servers. Each 10GbE
network interface serves up to four Jetstream pipelines.
Figure 5 shows the performance and scalability of Jetstream.
We ran 24 rounds of this experiment where we added an additional analytics pipeline (2 cores) with each round, eventually
using all 3 × 16 cores of our servers. Our system scales linearly with core count across machines and can process over
200 million packet records per second leveraging only three
commodity servers. This demonstrates the effectiveness of key
design choices in Jetstream.
The bottleneck in this set of benchmarks was the 10Gbps
network interface card we used. With the assumption that
telemetry packets are roughly 200 bytes on average (since a
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TABLE IV
J ETSTREAM N ETWORK I NTERFACE R ESOURCE U SAGE ON THE BAREFOOT
T OFINO . S TATEFUL ALU U SAGE I S 0 FOR A LL A PPLICATIONS

packet is a GPV record), the max rate of a 10Gbps network
interface would be about 6M GPVs/sec. We had each of the
two NICs feed 4 of the pipelines (8 of the cores), which led
to roughly 1.5M GPVs/sec per pipeline. With an average of 8
packets per GPV in the trace that we used, this translates to
roughly 12M packet records per second per pipeline that we
can theoretically feed per pipeline, or a maximum theoretical
rate of 96 M packet records per second per server with two
10Gbps NICs. In practice this rate is likely lower due to a
variety of factors. We saw roughly 75M packet records per
second in practice of just I/O performance. As we will see
next, many of our applications scale beyond this number and
would therefore benefit from higher throughput NICs.
To show the performance of the individual Jetstream applications without the NIC input bottleneck in our setup, we also
stream network traffic from memory through Jetstream. Again,
in this experiment, each application is assigned two cores
as each application has one thread dedicated to consuming
records while the other thread runs the application. Table III
shows Jetstream’s application performance numbers. We can
see that Jetstream achieves a maximum throughput in excess
of 31 million packets per second per pipeline while also attaining strong performance for complex, stateful applications such
as SSH Brute Force detection. As a result, Jetstream pipelines
process data between 1.5 to 3 times faster than the 10Gbit/s
telemetry input over the network. In practice, a 40 Gbit/s NIC
would be able to fully utilize the analytics pipelines.
Jetstream’s high processing rates are a result of applying the different software optimization strategies outlined in
Section V-B. Using GPVs provided a speedup of 5.4 over
single packet records. Our optimized concurrent queue implementation was faster by a factor of 3.0 over the C++ standard
template library queue (secured with locks). Our hash table
implementation using a flat layout and linear probing provided a speedup of 1.8 over the STL standard unordered map.
Finally, using netmap instead of standard sockets provided a
throughput increase of a factor of 2.8. To obtain these numbers
each optimization was isolated from all others.
B. Comparison With Hardware Analytics
We next evaluate Jetstream’s data plane component, a linerate data plane program written in P4 that filters, replicates,
and load balances telemetry digests across analytics servers.
We ran this program on a Barefoot Tofino PFE configured
with ternary application filtering tables sized for 128 entries
each. Table IV lists the major resource requirements of the
Jetstream data plane interface. Overall, the component is
lightweight: It requires only 3 stages and 20 tables to filter
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TABLE V
R ESOURCE U SAGE FOR H ARDWARE A NALYTICS Q UERIES ON THE
BAREFOOT T OFINO . SRAM R EQUIREMENT A SSUMES < 65K
C ONCURRENT K EYS ( E . G ., O NE 10 G B / S I NTERNET L INK [53])

for 16 different applications because of its parallel design.
The most-utilized resource is TCAM. Each application’s table
uses approximately 1% of the Tofino’s TCAM. If wildcard
and priority-based filtering is not required for all applications,
some or all of the tables can be replaced with exact match
tables in SRAM rather than TCAM.
We now compare Jetstream’s PFE resource consumption
with that of Sonata [9], a state-of-the-art network telemetry
and analytics platform that leverages switch hardware to accelerate network analytics. Sonata’s primary goal is to reduce the
load on the software stream processor by iteratively refining
network queries and pushing them into hardware.
While Sonata is able to reduce the event rate at the
stream processor, the system makes tradeoffs to realize this
performance. First, Sonata’s iterative refinement reduces the
required state maintained by the switch to execute a query.
However, refinement comes at the cost of an increasing number of match+action tables to perform the same query. Table V
illustrates this point, as many queries that run with multiple
levels of refinement fail to compile to the switch. If we compare Sonata (Table V) and Jetstream’s (Table IV) resource
usage, we can see that Jetstream only requires about as many
resources (stages, tables, etc.) as a single Sonata query in hardware, even to support expensive load balancing and filtering
for many concurrent applications.
The second of Sonata’s tradeoffs also stems from query
refinement and results in a reduction in accuracy. Each
iteration of refinement that reduces load on the stream processor, requires another time window to pass by before packets
are forwarded to the stream processor. As a result, in order
to get the largest reduction in event rate at the stream processor, applications must wait multiple time windows before
being able to process potentially time-critical data. Waiting one
or more time windows negatively impacts accuracy for many
applications as issues lasting fewer than one or more time windows (e.g., frequent micro-bursts [72]) will not be detected.
Jetstream has no such accuracy limitation since processing is
done in software. Detection performance is predictable and
attacks will not slide through the cracks.
Finally note that, while Jetstream provides a telemetry
replacement for Sonata at a lower PFE resource cost, Sonata
(or other telemetry systems) and Jetstream can technically be
used in conjunction. This may be beneficial in certain cases,
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e.g., when a simple, static query fits entirely in the PFE.
Doing so, however, sacrifices flexibility. For example, it makes
runtime reconfiguration more challenging (see Section II-C).
C. Comparison With Pure Software Analytics
In this article, we argue that software provides the programmability and flexibility needed to support a wide range
of network analytics applications. Existing software analytics platforms, however, do not provide sufficient performance
for cloud-scale network analytics workloads. To support our
argument, we now compare the performance of our system
against both Spark (used by Sonata [9]) and dShark [10]. For
each test, we used the same experimental setup as described
in Section VIII.
a) General-purpose Analytics (unmodified Spark): To illustrate the impact that just the architectural changes have, we
compare against Spark [47], a general-purpose stream processing system. We ran the Traffic Accounting application,
which counts the number of packets and bytes per each component of the IP 5-tuple. We streamed GPVs as input data
over the network to both Spark and Jetstream. With two CPU
cores, Spark sustains 1.4 million packet records per second,
whereas Jetstream runs at 9.9 million packet records per second. Most importantly, we found that for this workload Spark
(unlike Jetstream) does not scale with core count (or number of threads). Spark’s inability to scale in this scenario is
due to the high-volume input streams in network telemetry
that Spark distributes across worker threads in software. This
imposes very high utilization in the distribution/load balancing
thread and subsequently creates a bottleneck. In Jetstream, this
critical task is offloaded to programmable line rate switches.
We gave more intuition on this in Section II-D. Other Spark
users have also found Spark to scale poorly for comparable
workloads [73], confirming our tests.
b) General-purpose Analytics (Spark with kernel bypass):
Of course, a question arises if Jetstream’s benefit just comes
from its use of kernel bypass technology. As it is non-trivial to
modify Spark to include streamlined network I/O capabilities,
we use streaming from memory within the application as a
way to remove the I/O component from the evaluation. That
is, we read an entire trace into memory and replay it directly
within the application. With 2 cores, Spark runs at 2.0 million packet records per second, whereas Jetstream runs at 14.0
million packet records per second, further illustrating Spark’s
architectural bottleneck.
c) Network Analytics Software (dShark): To understand
Jetstream’s true software processing performance in the face
of the NIC bottlenecks we experienced, we compare against
dShark [10], a recently introduced software-based, packetlevel, network analytics platform. A key innovation of dShark
was the ability to analyze traffic in the face of network packet
header transformations. One such application which requires
this functionality is the software load-balancer (SLB) profiler in dShark. We re-created the SLB profiler application
in Jetstream and validated its correctness in a live test. Our
results illustrate Jetstream’s comparable flexibility to dShark.
We acknowledge, however, that because Jetstream relies on

GPVs, which are fixed-format records, we can only support
a fixed depth of header nesting, whereas dShark can support
any depth. We believe this limitation is not impactful for this
discussion, as in practice, it would be highly irregular to see
a depth of nesting beyond some known amount. Since dShark
is not open source, we reference the performance results in
their publication. While not a perfect comparison, our results
are still illustrative with Jetstream running on similar hardware. In the dShark experiments, packet records are streamed
from memory directly into the analytics application. On a
16-core server, dShark runs at 10.6 million packets per second (Mpps) with 6 parsers and 9 groupers (or 0.625 Mpps
per core), whereas Jetstream runs at 31.6 Mpps (or 15.9 Mpps
per core), a 25.44x speedup. Here, we note that performance
scales linearly with number of servers in both cases.
d) Resource Cost Analysis: To put the performance speedups
into context, consider the resources needed to support analytics in a modern datacenter. Here, we look at reported traffic in
a cluster at Facebook [28] where an analytics system needs to
sustain at least 961 million packets per second in order to meet
the Web server cluster’s peak packet rates. Assuming 16-core
servers, we would need ~96 servers for each analytics application to run on dShark, ~480 servers for systems using Spark,
and a mere 4 servers for systems using Jetstream. These numbers also assume that dShark and Spark integrate optimized
packet input through, for example, kernel-bypass technology,
as Jetstream does.
IX. C ONCLUSION
This article introduced Jetstream, a high-performance platform for network analytics that makes no compromises on
performance or generality — records of every packet can efficiently be processed in software. The core insight of Jetstream
is to utilize programmable networking hardware to improve
the performance of software analytics platforms, rather than
offloading analytics applications themselves.
The resulting prototype of Jetstream can analyze between
86.4 and 254.4 million packets per second on a 16-core commodity server. Benchmarks show that Jetstream’s approach
to telemetry data distribution and load balancing in the data
plane enables linear scaling with addition of servers and
only requires moderate switch resources. Compared with a
high-performance network analytics software system (dShark),
Jetstream supports over 25.4x higher processing rates. To process a published data center workload, this would require 96
servers in dShark, but only 4 in Jetstream — making fully
flexible software-based network analytics practical.
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